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0 NE OF THE MORE
attractive and accessible of
Canadian legal tender note
issues gives every indica-

tion of having been developed and
circulated with the serious note col-
lector in mind -- which, back in
1937, it most certainly was not. The
King George VI portrait issue, the
second note release in the name of
the Bank of Canada, the nation's
then recently inaugurated central
bank, was to serve the needs of a
burgeoning wartime economy and of
the "reconversion" decade that fol-
lowed (References 4, 5).

King Ge rae VI Portrait Series

An Accssible, Subtly
Challengin\g Canadian

Note Issue
By Harold Don Allen

Such notes, reflective of the style and taste of the post-Depression inter-
val, were uncommonly attractive, particularly their distinctive allegorical backs
which had been based upon specially commissioned art. With a relatively
extended life span, signature changes, fairly intricate numbering, and identifi-
able plate, paper and tint varieties, the series offered challenge in study and col-
lecting, at several levels. Significantly, the issue remains accessible, and much
of the challenge indeed does persist.

Canadian notes in general have enjoyed substantial and increasing inter-
national popularity in recent years, both in Europe and in the United States.
Genuine, fully issued notes of Canada's governments, central bank, and "char-
tered banks" of the past century remain negotiable, without exception, as do
many even earlier releases. Monetary units and denominations -- a dollar of 100
cents -- are familiar to general collectors, relevant literature has become
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increasingly adequate, and a more than favorable exchange rate has attracted
greater numbers to well-defined and appropriately challenging "Canadian
paper" collecting areas.

To position these 1937-dated notes in a broader context, they represent
the second of six or more such series issued successively by the Canadian cen-
tral bank. Some overlap occurred in later releases. Further, they represent
legal tender, as had still earlier "Dominion of Canada" (Department of
Finance) currency, and they first circulated alongside issues of ten surviving
chartered banks. The war years and their immediate aftermath served to com-
plete the planned elimination of such commercial note issues, rendering Bank
of Canada currency, dominantly the 1937 issue, the sole circulating paper
money in the nation.

The central bank's first series, its "Issue of 1935," had been unilingual,
English- and French-text notes being available, a response to local usage. This
series had distinguished its denominations by both portraiture and color, and
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featured allegorical backs in particularly pleasing framings. Six royal family
portraits, and on high denominations two former Canadian prime ministers,
identified denominations from $1 to $1000 -- including the exquisitely rare
$500. Also in 1935, the Silver Jubilee of King George V and Queen Mary was
marked by the much-sought $25 note denomination, as it was by Canada's first
circulating "Voyageur" silver dollar.

The 1937-dated bilingual notes served from mid-1937 through
September, 1954. King George VI appeared on the six most common denomi-
nations, the moss-green $1, sanguine (red-brown) $2, blue $5, purple $10, olive
$20, and orange $50. The same likeness had been featured on the 1935-dated
brown $50, when the king had been Duke of York. The 1937 $100, with a
sepia brown tint, portrays Sir John A. Macdonald, Canada's first prime minis-
ter. The rose-pink $1000 depicts Sir Wilfrid Laurier. The identifying issue
date is 2nd January 1937, although the top-value $1000, having had a minimal
press run of 15,000, had been held in reserve until January, 1952.

A fitting initiation into the 1937 Bank of Canada issue might be the

acquisition of representative examples of the more readily available denomina-
tions, likely the $1, $2, $5, $10, and $20. These notes are an attractive group
in themselves. In commoner varieties (signatures, prefixes), even higher grades
remain affordable. Indeed, the accessibility of circulated examples may suggest
signature collecting or a tentative consideration of blocks (prefixes) or printing
plates.

Eight "allegorical tableaux" (the bank's term), from those commissioned
for the 1935 initial note issue, grace the backs of as many denominations of
1937 notes. These allegories, as described by the bank during their period of
circulation (Reference 3), are as follows:

$1. A female figure holding on her knees a rake, hoe and fork, personifying
Agriculture.

$2. A female figure, sickle in hand, seated in front of an overflowing cornu-
copia, emblematic of Harvest.

$5. A male figure seated on a dynamo, with background of mountains, a
waterfall and a power darn, representing Electric Power.

$10. A male figure, Mercury,  with background representing travel by water,
rail (steam and electric) and air.

$20. A female figure with sickle in hand, amidst the products of field and
orchard, expressing Fertility.

$50. A female figure depicting Modern Invention as expressed in radio broad-
casting.

$100. A male figure showing a child, a miniature ship, with harbor scene
and blast furnace in the background, typifying Commerce and Industry.

$1000. The figure of a mother, sword in hand, shielding her child: symbol
of Security.
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Sources and engravers of such portraiture and allegorical art are, in gen-
eral, known. The Charlton Press Standard Catalogue (Reference 4) effectively
assembles relevant details.

As with all fully-issued Bank of Canada notes, 1937 bills bear two validat-
ing signatures, those of the bank governor and senior deputy governor. For the
first two series and part of the third, such signatures were overprinted at the
bank on sheets of notes prepared and delivered by one or other of two Ottawa-
based commercial security printers. Subsequent notes have come with appro-
priate signatures engraved on the plates. Graham F. Towers, the bank's found-
ing governor, signed all notes of the 1935 and 1937 issues and the first notes of
the 1954-dated third series. Three men successively signed as deputy gover-

nor, J. A. C. Osborne (1935-1938), Donald Gordon (1938-1949), and James E.
Coyne (1950-1954, when he became governor). Osborne, on loan from the
Bank of England, had a relatively brief interval in office, and surviving notes
bearing his signature, both 1935 and 1937 issues, are relatively scarce.

Numbering of such notes was somewhat elaborate, prefix and serial num-
ber serving to identify denomination, block or series of 10,000,000, and indi-
vidual note. Such numbering comprised a two-letter pre-
fix, written in "fraction" form (letter over letter), followed
by (normally) a seven-digit serial number. The lower let-
ter of such a prefix, the denominator of the fraction, indi-
cated the denomination of the note, initially "A" for $1,
"B" for $2, "C" for $5, "D" for $10, "E" for $20, "H" for
$50, "J" for $100, and "K" for $1000 notes. Prefix letters
derived from a 20-letter alphabet, omitting F, G, I, P, Q,
and V to preclude ambiguity on worn bills. Thus, $1
notes advanced from A/A to B/A to C/A. Values having
reached 200,000,000 notes (20 numerator letters), new
denominators were then assigned: "L," "M," and "N" for
the $1, "R" for the $2, "S" for the $5, "T" for the $10.
Actual series of the five lowest denominations extended to
WIN, L/R, HIS, MIT, and LIE, respectively. Reflecting
apparent confusion at the central bank or at the printer's,
prefixes F/M and G/M were assigned to the $1 denomina-
tion, and fully issued, though "F" and "G" letters were not
otherwise associated with 1937-dated releases.

Changeovers from Osborne-Towers to Gordon-
Towers signatures prompted new prefix assignments,
regardless of whether a previous prefix had run its allot-
ted 10,000,000. Change-overs to Gordon-Towers com-
menced at H/A for the $1, C/B for the $2, and at "B"
numerator for the five higher denominations. The

Below: The author assembling a pay-
roll with notes from this series at a
college job in summer 1952. Harold
Don Allen is certainly no stranger to
paper money collectors world wide,
having written hundreds of articles
published in many numismatic venues
across the globe. We are pleased to
add that his world perspectives col-
umn "Notes from North of the
Border" debuts in this issue (see page
332).
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Gordon-Towers to Coyne-Towers changeovers occurred mid-prefix, within
uninterrupted runs, at about 0/M 2.8 million for the $1, Z/B 4.0 million for
the $2; X/C 5.2 million for the $5, Z/D 0.5 million for the $10, H/E 1.6 mil-
lion for the $20, B/H 4.2 million for the $50, and C/J 4.4 million for the $100.
(One obvious after-the-fact statistical insight: The Z/D Gordon-Towers $10
has to be a difficult note.) Looking to both signature combination and prefix,
one finds 80 varieties of the 1937-dated Bank of Canada $1, 30 of the $2, 27 of
the $5, 31 of the $10, 10 of the $20, three each of the $50 and $100, and one
(the Osborne-Towers A/K) of the $1000.

A much-sought variety of the Gordon-Towers $1, the so-called "narrow
panel," identifies with the early H/A and J/A prefixes and with face plates num-
bered below 14. The central bank had been experiencing difficulty in over-
printing signatures on $1 notes, quite possibly the somewhat larger "D.
Gordon." Rather than decrease signature size, the bank had opted for a
redesign of the face plate, providing a discernably wider signature panel. The
"narrow panel" had been standard for Osborne-Towers, with 50,000,000 such

Right: "narrow panel" above and
"wide panel" variety below

notes WA through E/A) routinely released. The Gordon-Towers "wide panel"
phased in at K/A, and was standard thereafter. Highly "collectible" Gordon-
Towers narrow panel dollars are restricted to prefix H/A (10,000,000 notes),
and the lower range of prefix J/A.

Production of 1937-dated Bank of Canada notes was divided between two
Canadian-domiciled security printers. As had been the case in 1935, British
American Bank Note Company Limited was solely responsible for $2, $5, and
$10 denominations. Canadian Bank Note Company Limited produced all $1
notes, plus $20 and higher denominations. Imprints appear in lower note mar-
gins, face and back. For this issue, no imprint varieties result.

Printings of 1937-dated Bank of Canada currency over its 17-year inter-
val aggregated some 1.7 billion notes, $7.8 billion in face value, serial number
runs would seem to indicate. By denominations, such printings came to 774
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Illustration courtesy C&P Numismatics
of Lac Beauport, Quebec; website:
cpnum.qc.ca

million $1 notes (45.8 per cent), 286 million $2s (16.9 per cent), 257 million
$5s (15.2 per cent), 289 million $10s (17.1 per cent), 73 million $20s (4.3 per
cent), and 10.5 million of the three highest denominations (0.6 per cent).
Corresponding dollar values were $774 million in $1 notes (9.9 per cent), $571
million in $2s (7.3 per cent), $1.284 billion in $5s (16.5 per cent), $2.894 billion
in $10s (37.2 per cent), $1.462 billion in $20s (18.8 per cent), and $799 million
in higher denominations (10.1 per cent).

Plate numbers during the interval of 1937-dated note production were
just that, sequentially assigned designations of the order in which 24/on plates
(for lower denominations) entered service. Unlike their United States coun-
terparts, which could run to four digits, Canadian plate numbers lend them-
selves logistically to collecting or to inexpensive investigation. For $1 notes of
1937, face plates ranged to at least 87, backs to 80. For $2s, face plates to 16,
backs to 17. For $5s, face plates to 19, backs to 13. For $10s, face plates to 15,
backs to 16. For $20s, I've found face plates to 11. None of this can be any-
thing like the last word ... which, of course, adds adventure to the hunt.

Wartime changes in paper composition are known to have occurred,
though at what serial numbers it could be difficult to find out. Minor changes

in face tints certainly are perceptible,
as in the blue on the $5 and purple
on the $10.

Notes having had particularly
good survival rates prove to be the
$1 and the $10, the latter a "wartime
hoarder special" as the highest
denomination in general use.

OILARS Queen Elizabeth II portrait
notes in eight denominations
entered Canadian circulation in
September, 1954, permitting the
phasing out of the King George VI
series. This third Bank of Canada

issue, like those that followed it, was to prove distinctly more complex, with re-
engraved vignettes, split printing contracts, "asterisk" replacements, "special
numbers," test notes, errors, and such.

The more straight forward 1937-date "King George VI" release can be
acquired as "type notes" for, face and back, they are well produced and endur-
ingly attractive. As well, they remain sufficiently accessible to permit detailed
study, even on a budget, with the significant potential of worthwhile discover-
ies.
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